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數據收集(data-collection)是無線感測器網絡(wireless sensor networks)的其中一種 
重要應用。在這份論文中，我們考慮以下情況：所有無線感測器產生的數據會傳 
送至一個數據收集中心。在過往有關的硏究中，硏究者往往假設數據收集容量 

















Data-collection is an important application of sensor networks. This thesis considers the 
scenario in which data generated from all sensors are to be forwarded to a single "data 
center" for processing. Although there have been many studies on this many-to-one 
communication scenario, it has generally been assumed that the data-collection capacity 
is upper-bounded by the link capacity L. This study shows that when the IEEE 802.11 
protocol is used, the data-collection capacity has a tighter analytical upper-bound of 
3L/4, and simulated throughput of 0.690L. 
In deriving the results, this study introduces the notion of “canonical networks'", which 
is a class of regularly-structured networks whose capacities can be analyzed more 
easily than unstructured networks. This work argues that the capacities of canonical 
networks serve as a good benchmark for general networks in that the maximum 
possible capacity of any given network is unlikely to exceed the upper-bound capacity 
established for canonical networks. The study of canonical networks provides hints on 
how routes should be established in a random network for routing purpose. 
For general networks (non-canonical networks), we proposes the use of Hidden-node 
Free Path (HFP) routing to identify and achieve their data-collection capacities. It is 
important to identify a tight data-collection capacity upper-bound to prevent 
overloading the network, which may cause data loss. Simulations show that HFP is a 
good scheme for estimating the data-collection throughput of the network. From the 
HFP results, the routings have similar properties as canonical networks. This confirms 
our argument that canonical network is the best type of data-collection network. 
From the observations in the analysis of canonical networks and HFP, we suggest using 
canonical network near the data center to improve the data-collection throughput. 
Simulation result shows that with a structured network around the data center, the 
data-collection throughput could achieve 250% of the throughput in random network. 
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Hence canonical network can be applied practically in a general network, and it has 
significant throughput improvement, f r 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Data collection is an important application of sensor networks. In data collection, there 
is a "data center" in the sensor network to which data collected by some or all the 
sensors are to be forwarded. The data center is the place where data collected from the 
surrounding area are processed. The problem of data collection can be found in many 
applications. For example, in battlefields, sensors can be used to detect the enemy's 
intrusion and the aggregated information can be used to deduce the intrusion pattern at 
the data center. 
The achievable rate at which data can be forwarded to the data center is an interesting 
open issue. This is particularly so in view of the fact that abnormal events detected by 
individual sensors may occur in synchrony, causing a sudden surge of data to the data 
center. I f the network is not designed well, the data may not reach the data center 
quickly enough, and may even be lost or discarded in transit, due to traffic overload. 
Having an understanding of the achievable data-collection rate is important so that 
networks can be designed to prevent such overloading. For example, the sensors may 
pace the rate of data forwarding in such a way as to avoid loading the network with 
traffic above the achievable rate. 
1.2 Related Works 
There have been many related studies on the capacity of wireless networks. Gupta and 
Kumar [ 1 ] analyze the capacity in many-to-many situation. It provides the basic 
model that can be adapted for use in the analysis of the many-to-one communication in 
data collection. As a loose bound, it can be easily shown that the data-collection 
capacity is upper-bounded byZ, [ 2 ][ 3 ], where L is the single-link capacity. There is 
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a high probability, however, that the capacity is lower than L for a random network [ 3 ]. 
This thesis follows the approaches used in [ 1 ], [ 2 ] and [ 3 ] in characterizing which 
nodes can transmit together without packet collisions. The difference is that here we are 
interested in the capacity under the carrier-sensing (CS) operation of the IEEE 
802.11 -like distributed MAC protocol [ 4 ]. We find that the data-collection capacity 
with IEEE 802.11 -like protocol is at most 3Z/4. 
There are other studies of data-collection capacity in information theory approach 
[14 ][ 15 ]. They show that the data-collection capacity scales as 0(log n), where n is 
the number of relay nodes in the network. The basic idea is that, the relay nodes 
cooperate in forwarding the data from a source to a destination. Although the order of 
capacity is higher, it is difficult to synchronize all the relay nodes. On the other hand, 
[ 1 1 ] suggests that the link capacity is related to the link distance, which scales as 
0(log n). In this thesis, we analyze the data-collection capacity with respect to Z,. I f Z 
is related to link distance, the capacity in our analysis would scale as 0(log n) as well. 
1.3 Our Contributions 
1. Analysis of data-collection capacity with respect to physical carrier sensing 
Physical carrier sensing involves monitoring the channel and determining whether the 
medium is idle or busy. It is adopted in the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Co-ordination 
Function (DCF), which is based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
Avoidance (CSMA/CA). DCF is the most popular MAC protocol used in wireless 
ad-hoc networks. It is a distributed protocol and suitable for random and bursty traffic 
similar to sensor networks in battlefields. As far as we know, there has been no prior 
study investigating the data-collection capacity of networks in which physical carrier 
sensing is used to coordinate the transmissions. 
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2. Method to identify and achieve throughput upper-bound for general 
data-collection networks 
We recommend the canonical network as a benchmark of general networks that could 
achieve the data-collection capacity. For other networks, whose capacities depend on 
the topologies, we propose Hidden-node Free Path (HFP) routing to identify and 
achieve the throughput upper-bound. This is done by altering CSRange, routes and the 
on-off status of nodes without modifying the MAC protocol. 
3. Study of the effect of hidden-node problem in data-collection networks 
We have analyzed the effect of hidden node (HN) by simulation. It shows that 
ensuring the HN free property in a many-to-one data-collection network can usually 
lead to higher throughputs. This is in contrast to the many-to-many case, in which a 
large carrier-sensing range which is necessary to ensure the HN property may lower the 
network throughput [ 5 ]. 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
In our analysis, the so-called receiver Restart (RS) Mode is assumed. Ref. [ 5 ] has 
shown that RS is required to remove the HN problem. The detail of RS, definitions of 
data-collection networks and assumptions in the analysis are discussed in Chapter 2. In 
Chapter 3，data-collection capacity of canonical networks is analyzed. We argue that 
the capacities of canonical networks serve as a good benchmark for general networks. 
In the analysis, we assume the pairwise interference model and Hidden-node Free 
Design (HFD) [ 5 ]. We examine these assumptions by comparing the throughputs 
under 1) pairwise interference model against "real-world" multiple interference model, 
and 2) HN free against non-HN free in Chapter 4. We show that the throughput under 
pairwise interference model is a tight bound for multiple interference model, and HFD 
has a better performance. In Chapter 5, we discuss the relationship between perfect 
scheduling and IEEE 802.11 MAC scheduling in data-collection networks. In the 
analysis of canonical network, we use perfect scheduling to find the data-collection 
capacity upper-bound under IEEE 802.11 scheduling. We show that perfect 
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scheduling can find a tight upper-bound in canonical network. Chapter 6 discusses 
general networks. Given a network, we suggest HFP to identify and achieve the 
data-collection capacity. The performance of HFP is evaluated by simulation. Finally 
in Chapter 7，it is proposed to adopt canonical network near the data center to enhance 
the data-collection throughput. This is another way to increase the throughput in 
addition to HFP. Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and suggests possible research 
directions in future. 
4 
Chapter 2 Definitions and Assumptions 
2.1 Data-collection Networks 
Definition 1: The source nodes are nodes that generate data traffic. 
Definition 2: The sink node is the data center to which the data collected at the source 
nodes are to be forwarded. 
Definition 3: The relay nodes relay data traffic from the source nodes to the sink node. 
Note that a node can be classified as one of the following: 1) a source node; 2) a sink 
node; 3) a relay node; or 4) both a source node and a relay node. 
Definition 4\ Given a network topology, the data-collection capacity with respect to a 
set of source nodes and a sink node is the maximum total rate at which the data from the 
source nodes can be forwarded to the sink node. 
Figure 2-1 shows a simple example of a sensor network consisting three nodes. Node 2 
is a source node and node 1 is a relay node that forwards packets from node 2 to node 0. 
Node 1 does not generate traffic by itself. The data-collection capacity of node 0 with 
respect to this topology and source traffic is LH, where L is the capacity of one link. 
This is because node 1 cannot receive and transmit packets at the same time. 
Node 0 Node 1 Node 2 
• o • 
Sink Relay Source 
Figure 2-1 Simple example of data collection 
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On the other hand, i f node 1 is also a source node in addition to being a relay node, then 
the capacity may reach L. To achieve this, however, only node 1 gets to send its data to 
the sink node and node 2 must not transmit. I f the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is used, 
node 1 wi l l not enjoy exclusive access to the medium, and the capacity of L in general 
cannot be achieved. 
I f both source nodes get to send an equal amount of traffic to node 0，then the capacity is 
21/3, although the standard IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in which all active nodes have 
equal opportunity of transmission may not achieve this because achieving this bound 
requires node 1 to transmit twice as many times as node 2 (since node 1 needs to serve 
as the relay node for node 2). 
Now, we generalize the above linear network [ 6 ] to one consisting («+l) nodes as 
shown in Figure 2-2, in which there are n sources nodes with («- l ) of them also being 
relay nodes. It is not difficult to see that the capacity is at most 1/3 for large n (consider 
that when node i transmits, nodes (z+l) and (/+2) cannot; node (汗2) cannot transmit 
because the reception at node (z+1) wi l l be corrupted by the transmission by node i). 
The important observation here is that in a large network in which all nodes produce the 
same amount of traffic, the data-collection capacity approaches that in which only the 
boundary node produces source traffic, with the intermediate nodes being the relay 
nodes only. In our linear network example, node n is the boundary node. For large n, it 
does not matter whether only node n produces traffic or all the n nodes in the linear 
chain produce traffic as far as the capacity is concerned. 
NodeO Node 1 Node / Node /+1 Node z+2 Node n-\ Noden 
——O-…--O——O——O O • 
Sink Relay/ Relay/ Relay/ Relay/ Relay/ Source 
Source Source Source Source Source 
Figure 2-2 Linear network consisting («+l) nodes 
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We next consider a general network, such as that in Figure 2-3. The capacity bottleneck 
is likely to be near the sink node because all traffic travels toward the sink nodes. 
Specifically, nodes near the sink node are responsible for forwarding more traffic and 
they may contend for access of the wireless medium because they are close to each 
other. To obtain an idea on the general limit of the data-collection capacity in a large 
network, it wi l l be worthwhile to consider a "canonical network" in which only the 
boundary nodes generate traffic to be forwarded to a node in the center, such as that 
shown in Figure 2-4. The capacity of this topology serves as a conservative benchmark 
for the capacity of a general sensor network in which all nodes generate traffic. We now 
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Figure 2-3 A random sensor network 
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Figure 2-4 A canonical network with source nodes on the boundary 
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Figure 2-5 A canonical network 
Definition 5: A chain is formed by a sequence of nodes leading the center sink node. 
Traffic is forwarded from one node to the next node in the sequence on its way to the 
sink node. A linear chain is a chain which is a straight line. 
Definition 6\ An i-hop node is a node that is i hops away from the sink node in a chain. 
Definition 7: A canonical network is formed by a number of linear chains leading to a 
common center sink node; the nodes in different chains are distinct except the sink node. 
In addition, the distance between an /-hop node and an (z-l)-hop node, dj, is the same 
for all the linear chains. 
Definition 8\ A ring is a circle centered on the sink node. An z.-hop ring consists of all 
the /-hop nodes of the different linear chains in a canonical network. 
Motivation for the Study of Canonical Networks 
Canonical networks have regular structures and can be analyzed more easily than 
general networks. The capacity results obtained are useful as a benchmark (upper 
bound) for general networks in the following sense. First, in a densely populated 
network (say, infinitely dense), we may choose to form linear chains from the boundary 
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nodes to the center node for routing purposes. Since the direction of traffic flow is 
pointed exactly to the center, there is no "wastage" with respect to the case in which the 
routing direction is at an angle to the center. So, the capacity of the best-structured 
canonical network is likely to be near optimal, i f not optimal. Second, we have defined 
the class of canonical networks to be quite general in that we do not restrict the number 
o f linear chains in it. Neither do we limit the distance di. In deriving the capacity of the 
canonical network later, we allow for the possibility of an infinite number of linear 
chains and arbitrarily small 山.This provides us with a high degree of freedom in 
identifying the best-structured canonical networks. The above intuitive reasoning wi l l 
be validated by simulation results later. In addition, we wi l l show in Chapter 6 that in a 
random network with many nodes so that there is a high degree of freedom in forming 
routes, forming a canonical-network-like structure near the data-collection center wi l l 
generally lead to good throughput performance. 
2.2 Assumptions 
We assume the followings in this thesis: 
(1) Unless otherwise stated, the nodes and links are homogenous. They are configured 
similarly, i.e., same transmission power, carrier-sensing range (CSRange), 
transmission rate, etc. 
(2) ACK is sent by the receiver when a packet is received successfully, as per the 
IEEE 802.11 DCF operation. 
(3) We assume the following constraints on simultaneous transmissions [ 1 ][ 5 ]. 
Consider two links {T\ Jli) and (T2，If the links can transmit at the same time, it 
must satisfy the following inequalities to avoid collisions: 
I 知 丨 I > (1 + A) J , 丨 I 
I A 2 - 〜 l > (1 + A) 
l ^ n > (1 + A) I 知 • 
> (1 + A) IAV2 
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where Xi is the location of node i, \Xi - X/l is the distance between Xi and Xj. A> 0 is 
the distance margin. These are the physical constraints that prevent DATA-DATA, 
DATA-ACK and ACK-ACK collisions at the receivers. 
The received power function can be expressed in the form of 
P{d)azPJd\ (2.2) 
where P, is the transmission power of node t, d is the distance and a is the 
path-loss exponent, which typically ranges from 2 to 6 according to different 
environments [ 7 ]. Assume Pt\=Pti, a = 4, and Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) 
requirement of lOdB. Then at R i , we require 
八 丨 知 - I ) > SIR， (2.3) 
户(I X n - i) 
giving 
- 义 们 丨 〉 V i o = 1 . 7 8 . 
- I 
In other words, A = 0.78. Unless otherwise stated, we assume A = 0.78 throughout this 
work. 
(4) We assume Hidden-Node Free Design (HFD). That is, colliding transmissions can 
be carrier-sensed by transmitters. According to [ 5 ], HFD requires 
(i) Use of Receiver Restart (RS) Mode, and 
(ii) Sufficiently large CSRange. 
We briefly describe the HFD requirements for understanding of the analysis later. 
More details can be found in [ 5 ]. Figure 2-6 is an example showing that no matter 
how large CSRange is, hidden node (HN) phenomenon can still occur in the absence 
of an appropriate receiver carrier-sensing operation. In the figure, simultaneous 
transmissions can occur and the SIR is sufficient at R\ and R2 so that no "physical 
collisions" occur. But HN can still happen, as described below. 
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^ CSRange ^ 
A dnuix ^ ^ >(7+ A)d„,ax ^ (^nuLX • 
• , • • 
Ti DATA Ri Rz \ 謹、A • ^ 
Figure 2-6 Lack of RS Mode leads to HN no matter how large CSRange and SIR are 
Assume T\ starts first to transmit a DATA packet to R\. After the physical-layer 
preamble of the packet is received by R2, Ri wi l l "capture" the packet and wi l l not 
attempt to receive another new packet while T\，s DATA is ongoing. I f at this time Tj 
starts to transmit a DATA to Rj, Ri wi l l not receive it and wi l l not reply with an ACK, 
causing a transmission failure on link (72, Ri). This is the default receiver mode 
assumed in the NS-2 simulator [ 8 ] and most IEEE 802.11 commercial products. 
Note the example in Figure 2-6 is independent of the size of CSRange. 
This H N problem can be solved with the receiver Restart Mode (RS) which can be 
enabled in some IEEE 802.11 products (e.g., Atheros WiFi chips; however, the default 
is that this mode is not enabled). With RS, a receiver wi l l switch to receive the 
stronger packet i f its power is C, times higher than the current packet. The example in 
Figure 2-6 wi l l not give rise to HN with RS i f CSRange is sufficiently large. 
RS Mode alone, however, cannot prevent HN without sufficiently large CSRange. To 
see this, consider the example in Figure 2-7. Assume T\ transmits a DATA to R\ first. 
During the DATA'S period, Ti starts to send a shorter DATA packet to R2. With RS 
Mode, R2 switches to receive TVs DATA and sends an ACK after the reception. I f TVs 
DATA is still in progress, R j s ACK wi l l corrupt the DATA at Ru since the distance 
between R\ and R2 is within interference range. To prevent T\ from transmission 
(hence the collision), the following must be satisfied: 




< d匪 < " + AMuax ~ • ^  心ax • 
• A • • 
DATA A( K 
r丨_ ； Ri Ih • T. 
Figure 2-7 With RS Mode, CSRange not sufficiently large still leads to HN due to 
insufficient SIR 
Ref. [ 5 ] proves that i f CSRange > (3+A) where d„,ax is the maximum link length, 
then HN can be prevented in any network in general. However, for a specific network 
topology, e.g., the canonical network, the required CSRange can be lower. 
(5) In the remainder of this thesis, unless otherwise stated, the term "collisions" 
refers to collisions due to HN (i.e., caused by the failure of carrier-sensing) rather than 
collisions due to simultaneous countdown to zero in the back-off period of the MAC 
of different transmitters. We assume the latter collisions are negligible (when the 
network is not overloaded) compared with HN collisions in a large-scale network, a 
fact which has been borne out by simulations and which can be understood through 
intuitive reasoning. 
Throughout this work, we primarily focus on the pairwise interference model [ 1 ][ 5 ]. 
The concept of CSRange and the constraints in (2.1) rely on this assumption. An 
analysis which at the outset takes into account the simultaneous interferences from 
many sources wi l l complicate things significantly. So, given a network topology, our 
approach is to first identify the HFD solution based on pairwise interference analysis 
only, and then verify this solution is still HN free under multiple interferences. We 
wi l l show in Chapter 4 that for the canonical networks under consideration here, HFD 
based on pairwise analysis serves as a good bound for multiple interferences. 
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Chapter 3 Canonical Networks 
In this chapter, we derive the data-collection capacities of canonical networks. Section 
3.1 analyzes two kinds of canonical networks: fixed link-distance and variable 
link-distance networks. Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 3.2. 
3.1 Theoretical Analysis 
3.1.1 Fixed Link Distance 
We first consider the case where all links have the same length d, i.e., do = d\ =... 
Theorem 1, which follows from Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 below, proves that the 
data-collection capacity in this network is upper-bounded by 2Z/3. 
Lemma 1\ Given three nodes in the circular area of radius d from the center, we can 
identify two nodes with distance not larger than (1+A)^/ from each other. 
Proof: 
Assume the contrary that the distance between any two of the three nodes is larger than 
(1+A)^/. Then, the triangle whose vertices are these three nodes have sides larger than 
(1+AK 
Now, consider the equilateral triangle inscribed within the circle of radius d, and let t be 
the length of one side (see Figure 3-1). Then 
t < 2d sin y = 1.731 d< {\+A)d 
It is therefore not possible to inscribe another triangle within circle with all sides larger 
than (1+A)J, much less a circle within the triangle. This contradicts the assumption. 
• 
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Figure 3-1 Equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle 
Corollary 1: At any time, at most two 2-hop nodes can transmit at the same time 
without collision. 
Proof. 
With reference to Figure 3-2, suppose that three 2-hop nodes can transmit together. In 
order that the ACK of any 1-hop node to not interfere with the reception of DATA 
packet of another transmission, the distances between the three 1-hop nodes must all be 




.•••• I > 
/ • ” 、 \ 
\>{\+A)d ,•�� 
\ ' > / 
\ / < ( 1 + A k / 
〜 
Figure 3-2 At most two simultaneous transmissions from 2-hop nodes 
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Theorem 1\ The data-collection capacity of a canonical network with fixed link 
distance is upper-bounded by 2Z/3, where L is the link capacity. 
Proof. 
Define "airtime" to be the transmission time of DATA packets as well as the ACK from 
the receiver [ 6 ]. 
Let Sij be the airtime occupied by the transmission of the z-hop node on the y-th chain 
over a long time interval [0，Time\. 
Let S\ = the union of airtimes occupied by all 1 -hop nodes Sjj. 
Similarly, Si = the union of airtimes occupied by all 2-hop nodes Sy • That is, 
=、1 u >S|2 u…"^ S\N andS: = S^ ^ u 6*22 u … u S^,^. We further define =丨划/rz.772e. 
By definition, 
\S,uS^\<Time (3.1) 
By the "no collision" assumption in assumption (3), when any 1-hop node transmits, 
none of the other 1-hop nodes or 2-hop nodes can transmit at the same time i f collisions 
are not to happen. Thus, i f carrier-sensing works perfectly and there is no collision, then 
= 0 (3.2) 
and 
S,,r\S,j=<Z> for i . (3.3) 
This implies 
15,1 + 1^2 H \ ^ T i m e (3.4) 
and 
+ . (3.5) 
By Corollary 1, 
I ^  1*^ 21 1 + 1*^22 1 + … I (3.6) 
I 2 卜 2 • 
In the canonical network, the 1-hop nodes are relay nodes that do not generate data. Al l 
traffic transmitted by 1-hop nodes must come from 2-hop nodes. By the "no collision" 
assumption, the sum of the airtimes of 1 -hop nodes must not be greater than the sum of 
airtimes of 2-hop nodes. We have 
+ + …+1 ； |<| + | I + …+1S’』I (3.7) 
From (3.4) to (3.7), 
15 
2 
or + < - ’ 
where Cx,, 
)L is the throughput. 
• 
We now show a specific scheduling example on a 2-chain network which achieves the 
capacity of 2/73. Consider the topology shown in Figure 3-3. There are two chains, 
having link distance d and CSRange = 2.9d which removes HN. Recall that the general 
HFD has two requirements, (i) RS mode and (ii) CSRange > (3+A) d„,ax [ 5 ]. For the 
topology in Figure 3-3，it turns out that CSRange = 2.9d is enough. 
1 3 2 
N22 ——o—— 
O M l Nn 
Figure 3-3 Example of fixed-link-distance topology, CSRange=2.9d 
The numbers shown on the links in Figure 3-3 represent a possible transmission 
schedule. Links with same number transmits at the same time. Following this pattern, 
capacity of 21/3 is "potentially" achievable. Note that whether the capacity is 
achievable depends on whether the optimal transmission schedule is realized. Section 
3.2 wi l l show the current IEEE 802.11 protocol cannot achieve this theoretical 
capacity. 
Before going to the next subsection, we note that Theorem 1 actually applies not just to 
canonical networks (the proof does not require them), but general networks in which (i) 
all links are of the same length： and (ii) source nodes are at the boundary. In other 
words, the chains leading to the data center need not be straight-line linear chains. 
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3.1.2 Variable Link Distance 
In this subsection, we consider canonical networks in which the distance between 
adjacent rings can be varied (i.e., cIq , d\ ’…may be distinct). With this assumption, the 
capacity is upper-bounded by 31/4. This is proved in Theorem 2 after Lemma 2 in the 
following. 
Lemma 2: The number of simultaneous transmissions by 2-hop nodes is at most three 
in a canonical network. 
Proof. 
Assume the contrary that we can have four 2-hop nodes transmitting at the same time. 
With respect to Figure 3-4, consider the four straight lines formed by the four nodes to 
the center. Four angles are formed between adjacent lines. Let d be the minimum of the 
four angles. Four angles are also formed between non-adjacent lines. Let (3 be the 
minimum of the four angles. 
n d V \、、(3.8) 
^ N ^ ^ ^ . : 。 ) (3:、、、、、 
/ "0 fli y 
Figure 3-4 Example of 4-chain canonical network 
For simultaneous transmissions, the transmitters should not be able to carrier sense 
each other. This implies an upper bound for CSRange as follows: 
CSRange < + d,) sin | (3.8) 
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In addition, by assumption (4), to prevent collision of 1-hop nodes and 2-hop nodes, 
they should be able to carrier sense each other. This implies a lower bound for CSRange. 
By (2.4)， 
CSRange > 批 2d,(d, + d,)cosp (3.9) 
By assumption (3), the receivers of simultaneous transmissions should not violate the 
physical constraints. By (2.1), 
(l + A)J,<2^/oSin- (3.10) 
Since we assume there are four chains, 6 < 90° and p < 180°. We have 
2e 卵 … 0 ° (3.11) 
From (3.9) and (3.11), 
CSRange > -2d,id,+d,)cos{2Q) (3.12) 
Let d\= a do, V/e can form two inequalities from (3.8), (3.10) and (3.12): 
a < ^ 2 ( l - c o s e ) (3.13) 
(1 + A) 
l - 2 c o s ' e J ( 2 c o s ' e - l ) ' + l - 2 c o s e 1 
a > + 1 
1 - 2 C O S 0 l-2cose 
省 (3.14) 
l - 2 c o s ' e J ( 2 c o s ' e - l ) ' + l-2cose . 
a < 1 
、 l - 2 c o s e l-2cose 
Figure 3-5 shows the plot of (3.13) and (3.14) when A = 0.78. The shadowed region is 
the area of solution. From the plot, 
e > 1.72912 radian = 99.07°. 





1 \ 4 ： \ ( 3 . 1 4 ) 
2 - ( 3 . 1 3 ) 
0 . 5 1 1 . 5 2 ^ 
-2 • 广 
( ( 3 . 1 4 ) 
- 4 • 
- 6 -
Figure 3-5 Plot of inequalities (3.13) and (3.14) 
Theorem 2: The data-collection capacity of a canonical network is upper-bounded by 
3L/4, where L is the link capacity. 
Proof. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, from Lemma 2, 
I ^ I 1 + 1*^ 22 I ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
Hence, 
3 
or X'y I + .Xj 2 + . • • + yv ^ ， 
where (x,, +x,2 + + is the throughput 
• 
Figure 3-6 shows an example of a canonical network. The CSRange has to be set larger 
than 2.62而 and smaller than 3.417 /^0. The numbers on the links show a possible 
transmission schedule that achieves capacity of 3Z/4. 
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Figure 3-6 Example of 3-chain canonical network, CSRange=2.1d 
In the analysis of canonical network, we have assumed that the loss exponent is 4’ 
thus A = 0.78. It would be interesting to look at the problem again using different 
value of loss exponent. In outdoor environment, the typical value of loss exponent is in 
the range 2 to 4, Similar analytical technique can be used to find their data-collection 
capacities. Since smaller loss exponent implies larger A (larger interference), the 
data-collection capacity under the assumption of loss exponent 4 serves as an 
upper-bound for the data-collection throughput in outdoor environment. 
3.2 Simulation 
We use the network simulator NS-2 [ 8 ] to simulate the canonical network shown in 
Figure 3-6. As shown in Section 3.1.2, the 3-chain canonical network may achieve 
capacity 3Z,/4 under the right transmission schedule. In the simulation, the IEEE 802.11 
protocol is assumed, with RS Mode enabled. Table 3-1 shows the details of the 
simulated configuration. Only nodes at the boundary generate data. Offered load 
control is applied to the source nodes to prevent them from injecting too much traffic 
into the network. It is shown in [ 6 ] that ofFered-load control can yield higher 
throughput. 
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Figure 3-7 shows the simulation result assuming the set-up of Table 3-1. The x-axis is 
the number of nodes per chain, including the data center. Given a number of nodes per 
chain, we vary the offered load in the simulation to identify an offered load that 
achieves the highest average throughput. When the number of nodes per chain is 3, i.e., 
the 2-hop nodes are the source nodes, the throughput is 4.62Mbps (0.740X), which is 
very close to the theoretical capacity ILIA, where the link capacity L is around 
6.24Mbps as obtained by simulating one single link. But when the number of nodes 
per chain increases, the throughput drops to 4.30Mbps (0.6901). 
An explanation for this phenomenon is that the scheduling scheme of IEEE 802.11 does 
not result in the optimal transmission schedule discussed in Section 3.1.2. Consider 
Figure 3-6’ it is possible for 2-hop and 3-hop nodes to transmit at the same time. To 
achieve capacity 31/4, all the 2-hop nodes must transmit together. However, a 3-hop 
transmission may prevent this, resulting in only some of the 2-hop nodes transmitting 
together. That is, there are times when not all 2-hop nodes transmit together, meaning 
I.S2I cannot reach the lower bound in (3.15). Meeting the lower bound, however, is 
essential to achieving the optimal throughput 3Z/4. 
Table 3-1 Simulation configuration for variable link-distance canonical networks 
Number of chains 3 
do 250m 
— 242m 
d, for/>l ~ 250m 
Transmission Range 250m 
Carrier Sensing Range 675m 
Routing Protocol AODV 
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground 
~~Packet Data Size 1460 bytes 
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Figure 3-7 Simulated throughput of a 3-chain canonical network with offered load 
control 
Figure 3-8 shows the simulation result of canonical networks with different number of 
chains but with fixed link distance. The simulated configuration is shown in Table 3-2 
and Table 3-3. For the 2-chain canonical network, we use the network structure in 
Figure 3-3. The two chains are slightly of f 180-degree of each other. This is due to the 
technicality that this slightly off-shifted structure has higher throughput than one that 
is symmetric. For other cases, the chains are evenly placed on the network. The 
CSRange for each topology is determined by minimizing its value while preventing 
HN. The throughput is obtained by varying the offered load and choosing the highest 
one. From the graph, the highest throughput is 3.86Mbps (0.619Z), while the 
theoretical capacity is 21/3. This is likely due to the imperfect scheduling by IEEE 
802.11, which has been discussed in the previous paragraph. 
In Figure 3-8，the throughput converges to around 2.0Mbps (0.3211) when the number 
of chains increases. The convergence can be explained as follows. From the analysis 
in Section 3.1, we see that the bottleneck is around the data center. When the number of 
chains is large, the area near the data center wi l l become dense. The possible 
transmission patterns are similar in this area, and thus the throughput converges. 
The throughput of the network shown in Figure 3-6 is higher than the throughput of 
networks with fixed link distance (compare Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). Besides, the 
ratio for the theoretical capacities is (3Z,/4)/(2Z/3)=1.125, and the ratio for the 
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simulation throughputs is 4.30/3.86=1.114. That is, the ratios are similar, and the 
simulation results match the theoretical results qualitatively. 
Table 3-2 Simulation configuration for fixed link-distance canonical networks 
Number of nodes per chain 8 
di for all i 250m 
Transmission Range 250m 
Carrier Sensing Range Refer to Table 3.3 
Routing Protocol AODV 
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground 
Packet Data Size 1460 bytes — 
Table 3-3 Carrier sensing ranges for fixed link-distance canonical networks 
Number of chains Carrier Sensing Range 
2 725m 
3 875m 
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9 875m 
10 825m “ 
>10 900m 
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Number of chains 
Figure 3-8 Simulated throughput for fixed link-distance canonical networks with 
offered load control 
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Chapter 4 Beyond the Assumptions 
In the analysis of canonical networks, we assume the pairwise interference model and 
HFD. In this chapter, we show that the HFD based pairwise interference analysis 
serves as a good bound for multiple interference situation. We also provide evidence 
that HFD shows good performance in data-collection networks. 
4.1 Multiple Interference 
Thus far, we have considered pairwise interferences only. The analysis of pairwise 
interferences is appealing from the simplicity viewpoint. However, it may not have 
taken into account the fact that the interferences from several other simultaneously 
transmitting sources may add up to yield unacceptable SIR even though each of the 
interferences may not be detrimental. In this section, we extend our analysis to take 
into account the effect of multiple interferences. For brevity, we wi l l refer to the 
data-collection capacity obtained by assuming pairwise interferences as pairwise 
interference data-collection capacity, and the data-collection capacity with multiple 
interferences taken into account as multiple interference data-collection capacity. 
The multiple interference data-collection capacity is in general less than or equal to 
that the pairwise data-collection capacity. The question then is whether the pairwise 
interference capacity is a tight bound for multiple interference capacity. We show in 
the following that this is indeed the case in general. In the following, we focus on the 
3-chain network. The analytical argument and the qualitative results for the 2-chain 
network are similar. 
Consider the canonical network in Figure 4-1, where ^/o="2="3="4，and cIi=().9do. In 
some cases, the SIR may not satisfy the constraint lOdB. For example, when Nn is 
receiving DATA from N12, and at the same time N21 and N31 are replying ACK to N22 
and N32, the SIR is at most 
2 4 
户N,,(N 丨 2) 






where Px{Y) is the received power from node Y to node X�P, is the transmission 
power. 




N n O 、3.29 而 
Figure 4-1 Example of 3-chain canonical network, CSRange=2.1do 
This situation, however, occurs only i f ACKs are transmitted simultaneous in nearby 
links near the center. The probability of this occurring is low, since the transmission 
time of ACK is much lower than that of DATA. I f we ignore the simultaneous 
transmissions of ACKs in these nearby links, we can show that the SIR due to 
multiple interferences is still more than lOdB, given that the SIR due to pairwise 
interferences is more than 1 OdB, as follows. 
1. 1-hop node to sink node 
When the sink node is receiving DATA from Nn, the nearest three active links that 
cause largest interference are: N23 to N22, N33 to N32 and N14 to N13. I f no two ACKs 
are transmitted simultaneously by these three links, the "worst-case" interference 
25 
power at No (which includes ACK from N22 DATAs from N33 and Nh, and 
transmissions by other nodes) is at most 
^N.. (N22) + 户(N33) + ^N., (N J + Pu, (N25) + (N35) + (N J + … 
P, , 1 1 1 1 1 1 、 
= — r ( ~ r + ^ 7 + ^ r + ~ ~ 7 + ~ ~ 7 + ^ 7 + ...) 
1.9' 2.9' 3.9' 4.9' 4.9' 5.9' 
« 0 .09949^ 
Hence, the SIR is at least 1/0.09949=10.513 
2. 2-hop node to 1-hop node 
Consider the link N12 to Nn. The nearest three active links are: N22 to N21, N32 to N31, 
Ni5 to Ni4. Similar to above, the SIR is at least 
P. 
P, . 1 I 1 丨 1 丨 1 1 I 1 I 
^ 1.73214+2.55154+1^ + 4.4844' + 4.4844' + + • 
«10.5259 
3. 3-hop node to 2-hop node and others 
The interference is less than the above cases. This part is skipped because the 
analytical approach is similar. 
In the above, we have argued analytically the consideration of multiple interferences 
wi l l not have substantially different performance than that of pairwise interference. 
We have focused on the 3-chain network because this structure provides the highest 
capacity bound among the canonical networks. 
We now present simulation results for general canonical networks. We have modified 
the NS-2 simulator to take into account the effects of multiple interferences. The 
throughput results are shown in Figure 4-2. The multiple interference throughput is 
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only lower than the pairwise interference throughput by a small margin, and therefore 
the pairwise interference data-collection capacity serves a good bound for multiple 
interference capacity. 
5 
p __ multiple 
2 interference 
3 
J 1 • ~ pairw ise 
h - int6rf6r6nc6 
U -1 1 1 1 1 rl 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Number of nodes per chain 
Figure 4-2 Simulated throughput of 3-chain canonical network with offered load 
control 
4.2 HFD versus non-HFD performance 
In Chapter 3，we have assumed HFD networks to simplify the analysis by eliminating 
the effect of collision. We now investigate the performance of HFD versus that of 
non-HFD networks. As a reminder, HFD requires 
(i) Use of Receiver Restart (RS) Mode, and 
(i i) Sufficiently large CSRange. 
From [ 9 ], we know that by increasing CSRange, we increase the number of exposed 
nodes and decrease the number of hidden nodes, and vice versa. When all hidden 
nodes are removed, i.e. HFD, there could be many exposed nodes. This may lower the 
data-collection throughput. From this viewpoint, i f we reduce the CSRange, we may 
be able to achieve a higher throughput. That is the case for many-to-many data 
delivery only. Here, we are interested in many-to-one data delivery. 
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Table 4-1 shows the simulation results with same configuration as in Table 3-2 with 
varying CSRange. The shaded entries correspond to HFD. From the table, when the 
number of chains is between 2 to 10, the highest throughput is achieved i f we choose 
the lowest CSRange within HFD. This shows that the best HFD configuration 
generally works better than non-HFD in fixed-link-distance canonical networks. 
Table 4-2 shows the simulation result without Receiver RS Mode. The highest 
throughput is selected among different CSRanges and offered loads. Contrasting the 
results in Table 4-2 with those of Table 4-1, we see that higher throughput can be 
achieved with Receiver RS Mode. 
Table 4-1 Simulation result for fixed link-distance canonical networks 
Throughput No. of Chains 
(Mbps) ~ ~ 3 r ^ 5 6 I 7 I 8 | 9 I 10 
1075 2.099 2.774 2.684 T t T ^ T ^ 2.293 2.423 2.133 2.268 
1025 "ZTTO" 2.681 "2.589 17m '2.621 2.615 2.450 2.469 
975 "2388" 2.981 3.355 2.833 " T ^ T ^ T s ^ 3.054 3.114 
925 "2.793 2.993 H ^ U ^ U f T 2.805 2.943 3.270 3.108 
? 875 2.797 2.999 3.508 3.535 3.272 3.163 3J84 2.8斤 
^ 825 2.795 2.490 T s T T T i ^ Y ^ ^ ^ 3.575 3.053 3.366 
I 775 2.808 2.473 3.724— 3.540 2.765" 2.754 3.709 3.367 ^269 
g 725 3.589 2.226 3.210 3.854 " T o ^ 2.264 3.147 3.199 Y m 
675 "3.170 2.288 2.398 2.799 "2.142 2.261 2.176 2.367 2.633 
625 T T ^ 1.806 2.219 2.657 1.735 2.020 2.670 1.906 2.156 
575 3.183 1.788" 2.168 2.202" 1.657 T ^ 2.280 2.041 
525 2.995 1.840 2.803 2 275 1.594 1.688 1.611 1.798 1.970 
bolded: highest throughput; shaded: HFD 
Table 4-2 Simulation result for fixed link-distance canonical networks without 
Receiver RS Mode 
No. of Chains | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 — 10 
Highest 
Tliroughput(Mbps) 2.445 2.163 2.461 2.383 2.205 2.211 2.089 2.013 2.067 
Corresponding 
CSRange (m) 700 700 625 675 725 700 600 625 650 
28 
The better performance of HFD in data-collection networks could be explained as 
follows. When CSRange is decreased, the number of HN is increased and the number 
of exposed nodes is decreased. More links could be active when there are fewer 
exposed nodes, thus the throughput in multiple-source-multiple-destination network 
could be higher in non-HN free situation. In a data-collection network, all the traffic is 
directed toward the same destination. I f there are HNs near the data center, they wil l 
"block" the traffic flowing toward the center. Although the total throughput on link 
basis (point-to-point throughput) may be increased, the data-collection throughput (or 
the end-to-end throughput) could not benefit from the increase, because all the traffic 
in the end wi l l flow toward the bottleneck and be dropped there due to HNs. We will 
see later that this observation suggests a design in which the area near the data center 
should be made HN-free, while it is better for areas far away from the data center not 
to be HN-free. 
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Chapter 5 Perfect Scheduling and IEEE 
802.11 Scheduling 
In Chapter 3, we analyze the data-collection capacity of canonical networks by 
considering perfect scheduling, and we show simulation results using IEEE 802.11 
scheduling. In this chapter, the relationship between perfect scheduling and IEEE 
802.11 MAC scheduling (exponential backoff algorithm) in analyzing data-collection 
capacity wi l l be discussed, and we suggest another method to look for a better 
throughput approximation of the 3-chain canonical network in IEEE 802.11 
scheduling. 
5.1 Relationship between Perfect Scheduling and 
IEEE 802.11 Scheduling 
In the analysis of data-collection networks, we use perfect scheduling as a tool to find 
the upper-bound capacity under the carrier sensing and pairwise interference model. 
Our ultimate interest, however, is on IEEE 802.11 scheduling instead of perfect 
scheduling for several reasons: 1) IEEE 802.11 scheduling is more suitable for random 
and bursty traffic. When the traffic is random and bursty, perfect scheduling has to 
change its scheme from time to time and communicate with the nodes in the network 
frequently. This poses significant difficulties. IEEE 802.11 scheduling, on the other 
hand, is designed for distributed coordination, and there is no need for careful 
coordination among the nodes in a centralized manner. 2) The overhead of perfect 
scheduling is large in practice. The overhead includes the synchronization among the 
nodes, the guard region between transmissions, communications between the perfect 
scheduling controller and nodes. 
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Although perfect scheduling is not suitable for real implementation, we use it to find 
the upper-bound capacity under IEEE 802.11 scheduling. The problem remains is 
whether perfect scheduling serves as a good upper-bound for IEEE 802.11 scheduling. 
We categorize the analytical model into five cases shown in Table 5-1: 
1. Perfect scheduling under pairwise interference model. 
2. Perfect scheduling with HFD under pairwise interference model. 
3. Perfect scheduling with HFD under multiple interference model 
4. IEEE 802.11 scheduling with HFD under pairwise interference model 
5. IEEE 802.11 scheduling with HFD under multiple interference model 
Table 5-1 Analytical models 
P e r f e c t I E E E 802.11 P a i r w i s e M u l t i p l e C a r r i e r HTO 
Scheduling Scheduling interference interference sensing 
model model 
Case 1 ~ X X 一 — “ 
Case 2 X — X X X 
Case 3 — X — X X ~ X 
Case 4 — X X X X 
Case 5 | x | | x | x | x — 
In Case 1，prevention of collisions is achieved by perfect scheduling. The 
data-collection capacity of Case 1 is the highest. As mentioned above, the assumption 
o f perfect scheduling is not realistic in a practical network. Cases 2 and 3 are really 
for analytical interest rather than to reflect how networks are to be operated in 
actuality. The reason is that i f we knew how to do perfect scheduling to ensure there is 
no mutual interference among simultaneous transmissions, there would be no need for 
carrier sensing and HFD. So, incorporating the constraints due to carrier sensing and 
HFD are redundant in a perfectly scheduled network. In this thesis, however, our 
ultimate interest is the performance of IEEE 802.11 networks, in which transmissions 
are scheduled using a distributed MAC rather than scheduled in a perfect manner. 
However, the analysis of IEEE 802.11 networks taking into account the partially 
overlapped contention regions and carrier-sensed regions of different links are 
diff icult, and often simulations are the only means to generate performance results. 
In that light, the relative analytical tractability of Cases 1 to 3 comes in handy because 
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the upper bound performance established by them may yield insight into how 802.11 
networks should be designed. 
Also, in the above, non-HFD is not considered since our interest is in the 
data-collection capacity under carrier-sensing operation, and HFD shows a better 
performance as discussed in Section 4.2. Case 2 is the model we use in the analysis in 
Section 3.1. Case 5 represents the real world situation. And our target is to find the 
data-collection capacity of Case 5. 
We denote the data-collection capacity of Case i as C(/). We know that C(2) > C(3). 
Consider the 3-chain canonical network in Figure 4-1. I f the links are synchronized, 
there is no overlapped time between transmissions of DATA and ACK. So, the 
receivers would not be interfered by ACKs and the SIR requirement would always be 
satisfied. Thus C(2)=C(3). Besides, we know that C(2)>C(4), C(3) > C(5) and 
C(4 )>C(5 ) . 
Since the transmission time of ACK is much smaller than DATA, the probability of 
two or more ACKs arriving at a receiver is low, as discussed in Section 4.1. Thus 
Q 4 ) « C ( 5 ) . 
I f C(2) is a tight upper-bound of C(4) (or C(2)« C(4) )，then the relationship becomes: 
C (5 )« C(4) « C(2)=C(3) 
From the simulation result in Section 3.2，C(4) > 0.7401. As C(2)二0.75丄，we can 
see that C(2 )« C(4). Hence Case 2 and Case 3 are good upper-bounds for Case 5 
when we consider canonical networks. 
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5.2 Throughput Analysis under IEEE 802.11 
scheduling 
The upper-bound capacity of canonical network can be achieved by the 3-chain 
canonical network in Figure 3-6. When the number of nodes increase, the 
data-collection throughput decreases to 4.3Mbps, as shown in Figure 3-7. Since 
perfect scheduling does not trigger this phenomenon, in this section, we analyze the 
throughput under IEEE 802.11 scheduling [ 6 ]. 
Let Ci be the airtime used for counting down the contention window of node i. 
Let Si be the airtime used for transmission of node L 
Let Xi = |5"/| / Time and c, be |C,-| / Time 
Consider N n to be the local observer. Within the time window [0，Time], it can only 
observe the airtimes used by the nodes within its CSRange (see Figure 5-1), thus 
I I u 5丨 1 u 丨2 u 6",3 u u 2^2 u 5^31 u 3^21< Time. (5.1) 
N21A 
^ — o — o — 〇 
/ Nn N,2 N丨 3 
N3, O I » 1 1 
''jr d 0.97d d 
N320 
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丨 、 i _ — T 賺 T i m e (5.9) 
1 一 —义12 一 Cll 
The overlapped time of the transmissions among three nodes can be derived with the 
same technique: 
I n n 知 1= A _ • Time (5.10) 
(卜 —X2i —-^31 —C,,； 
1 = — — [ 騰 — _ T騰 Time (5.11) 
Let X be the offered load in one unit of time. With offered load control [ 6 ]，the 
amount of transmission time is the same for all nodes. We may replace x,- with x. 
Before the transmission of a data packet, the node randomly chooses a contention 
window size between [0，C^min-l] for countdown. The average count down time is 
2 
where a is the mini slot time. We may express c,- in term of x, 
太 ( 5 . 1 2 ) 
‘D/FS + PACKET + SIF + ACK 
Let c^=c-x and substitute (5.3) to (5.11) into (5.2), we have 
,，、 4义2 3;c' 2x' 
(c + 7)x + 
\-{2 + c)x \-{3 + c)x ( l - ( 2 + c)x)( l - (3 + c)x) 
I 2x3 2;c4 ( ) 
+ (1 - ( 3 + c)xY ~ ( l - ( 2 + c);c)(l-(3 + c)xy 
Figure 5-2 is a plot of (5.13) using the parameters in Table 5-2. The normalized 
airtime is 1 when x=0.238. The data-collection throughput can be derived as 
0.238x3x6.24Mbps=4.455Mbps, which is closer to the simulated throughput 
4.30Mbps. 
35 
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Figure 5-2 Plot of (5.13) 
Table 5-2 System parameters 
DATA 1460 bytes Slot time 20 us 
UDP/IP header 20 bytes SIFS lOus 
MAC header 28 bytes DIPS 50us 
PHY header 24 bytes CWmin ^ 
ACK size 14 bytes CWmax 1024 
Retransmission limit 7 
Channel bit rate 11 Mbps 
PHY header bit rate 1 Mbps 
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Chapter 6 General Networks 
In this chapter, we consider the data-collection throughput of general networks. Since 
general networks may not have the regular structure in canonical network, the 
data-collection capacity could be lower than 3Z74. I f we overestimate the 
data-collection capacity upper-bound, the network may be overloaded. Overloading 
wi l l lead to larger delay for data to arrive at the data center, or even loss of data. 
Hence, given a network, we would like to find a tighter data-collection capacity 
upper-bound. We propose a method to find the capacity by selecting Hidden-node 
Free Paths (HFP). 
6.1 Discussion of HFP 
We could have three schemes which satisfy HN free condition. We assume that all 
nodes use a common fixed CSRange in each of the following schemes {assumption (1) 
in Section 2.2); however, the schemes set the fixed CSRange differently. 
Scheme 1: CSRange is set to 3.78*TxRange, where TxRange is the transmission range. 
This is a sufficient condition of HN free for any networks [ 5 ]. 
Scheme 2: CSRange is minimized according to the network topology so that no HN 
exists with respect to any two links in the network. This scheme, for example, is used 
in the analysis of canonical network. 
Scheme 3: HFP. We select a subset of links to form paths to the data-collection center 
which are HN free and achieve the highest possible throughput. Since some links are 
not used, the CSRange can be smaller than scheme 1 and scheme 2 (i.e. only the links 
in the path are considered when fixing CSRange.) 
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It can be easily seen that throughput of scheme I is not higher than that of scheme 2 
(because the CSRange of some links are forced to a higher value unnecessarily in 
scheme 1 )，and throughput of scheme 2 is not higher than that of scheme 3 (because 
scheme 3 requires the HN property is maintained only for links along the 
data-collection paths, and the paths that wi l l be used are optimally chosen with regard 
to the throughput; whereas scheme 2 requires all links are to be HN free, even for 
links that not used). For an example showing that HFP can achieve a higher 
throughput than scheme 2, we add two nodes to the 3-chain canonical network in 
Figure 3-6 to yield the network in Figure 6-1. In the network, link BB' interfere with 
link A A'. I f we set the CSRange to be less than 3 All do, node B wil l become a hidden 
node of link A A'. I f we set the CSRange larger than 3 All do, the capacity 
upper-bound 3L/4 cannot be achieved. On the other hand, i f we use HFP, we could 
select the links in the canonical network only. So node A could be "switched of f ' and 
there wi l l not be HN problem when we set the CSRange to l.ldo. 
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Figure 6-1 Example of HFP 
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6.2 HFP Formulation 
We formulate an integer linear program (ILP) to solve the problem of scheme 3: 
Given a graph with a sink node, a set of relay nodes and source nodes, find the HFP 
such that the data-collection throughput is maximized under assumptions (l)-(5) (see 
Section 2.2). In solving the problem, we modify the work in [ 13 ] to suit our need. In 
[13 ]， the authors suggest a linear program (LP) to find the maximum throughput 
under the protocol interference model (similar to inequalities in (2.1)). Perfect 
scheduling was assumed and the effect of carrier sensing has not been modeled. In our 
work, we consider CSRange and HFD as well. Note that the capacity identified in our 
formulation here serves only as an "upper-bound" for the actual capacity under IEEE 
802.11 MAC scheduling, because our formulation here assumes each node wi l l 
transmit only at pre-determined conflict-free time slots. Section 5.1 explains our 
intention in using perfect scheduling to find the upper-bound for IEEE 802.11 
scheduling. Nevertheless, the fact that carrier sensing has been included in our 
constraints mean that this upper-bound wil l be tighter than i f we had directly used the 
formulation in [ 13 ]. 
Definition: A conflict graph is a graph indicating the conflicts of links in the wireless 
sensor network. In a conflict graph, the vertices correspond to the wireless links. An 
edge exists between two vertices i f there is a collision when the two wireless links 
transmit simultaneously, i.e. i f they violate any inequalities in (2.1). 
Given a network and CSRange, we can find the independent sets in its conflict graph. 
The independent sets represent all possible simultaneous transmissions in the network 
in which there is no collision and the transmitters are outside the CSRange of each 
other. Figure 6-2 shows the conflict graph of the canonical network in Figure 3-6. The 
numbers on the vertices are examples of independent sets. Vertices with same number 
are in the same independent set. Suppose there are K independent sets. Let h be the 
independent sets and \ be the fraction of time allocated to h, where k E 
and 0 < < 1. \ t represents a schedule of transmissions without collision. 
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Figure 6-2 Example of conflict graph and independent sets 
We further define an indicator variable Vk,,,’ which indicates whether HN exists when 
Ik and I’n are used under a given CSRange. I f HN exists, Vk„i=V,„k='\., otherwise Vkm= 
Vmk=0. This is important for finding HFP, and wi l l be explained in next few 
paragraphs. 
The ILP formulation is shown below. 
Hi: node i 
Ud: destination node 
lij: the link from node i to node j 
f t / : the amount of flow on link 
Capij: the capacity of link /,y 
Nc ： the set of all nodes 
Ns : the set of all source nodes 
Lc ： the set of all links 
Ik: independent set k 
\t： proportion of time allocated to h 
Vkm- indicator for HN between h and I,„ 
Zkm'- integer variable 
4 0 
max Y j fid (6.1) 
subject to 
ILfij =11 f j i (6.2) 
hj 吐 c hi它Lc 
S A/ e N , (6.3) l,k� hj^Lc 
/ " = 0 (6.4) 
fij ^ Cap,J \fl.j G Lc (6.5) 
VI. g L , (6.6) 
i X d (6.7) 
众=1 
f , < i f , K ) C a p . (6.8) 
k=\ 
I一 k 
？I, > 0 VA:e{l，2’•••，/：} ( 6 . 9 ) 
V , ^ , ^ z , „ e { 0 , l } (6.10) 
Z;t”,，Z„,�e{0，l} (6.11) 
Our objective (6.1) is to maximize the data-collection throughput at the sink node. 
(6.2)-(6.6) are the constraints for standard maximum flow problem, except (6.3). In 
(6.3)，we allow the source nodes act as relay as well. (6.7)-(6.9) are the interference 
constraints specified by (2.1). Since only one independent set can be active at one 
time, we have (6.7) so that the sum of the time fractions used does not exceed one. 
The flow on each link is limited by the proportion of time that the link can be active, 
which is indicated in (6.8). (Notes: (6.5) can be removed since it is a subset of (6.7) 
and (6.8). It is shown here for easier understanding.) 
(6.10)-(6.11) are the H N free constraints. I f there is HN between two independent sets, 
the constraints w i l l force one of the independent set to be unused so the network 
satisfies HN free condition. In principle, we do not need to ensure HN free between 
two independent sets under perfect scheduling. However, our goal here is to establish 
a tight upper-bound for IEEE 802.11 networks. In IEEE 802.11 networks, perfect 
scheduling in LP is not guaranteed. The links causing HN may be active at the same 
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time. So, in IEEE 802.11, we use carrier sensing to prevent HN. Consider the case 
that these two constraints are removed. To ensure the network is HN free, we have to 
take all links into account and find the CSRange that satisfy HN free condition. This 
CSRange could be found using scheme 2. 
For example, in Figure 6-1，let /^be the independent sets that contain link AA' , and ly 
be the independent sets that do not contain link A A'. Let CSRange=2.7而.Vxy=Fyx=l 
for some XG X , YEV since some links betweenIXandLYhave HN problem. (6.10) 
and (6.11) imply \ < z^ and < 1 - z ^ , which means choosing one between Ix 
and ly. As a result, the ILP may eliminate link AA’ and find a solution like Figure 3-6. 
Given a network, a sink node and a set of relay and source nodes, to find the HFP that 
achieves the maximum throughput, we follow the procedure: 
Step 1. Form a link between two nodes i f they are within transmission range of 
each other. 
Step 2. Generate the conflict graph. 
Step 3. Generate the complete set of independent sets Ic according to the conflict 
graph. 
Step 4. Calculate the all distances between the nodes, and sort in descending order. 
Step 5. Set CSRange to the largest node distance 
Step 6. Remove the independent sets from Ic i f the transmitters of any two links 
are within CSRange of each other. Let the result set of independent sets be 
IR. 
Step 7. Generate Vkm for IR 
Step 8. Run the ILP, and check i f the HFP has higher throughput 
Step 9. Set CSRange to the next smaller node distance, repeat Step 6-9 until all 
possible CSRanges are tested 
Figure 6-3 Procedure for finding HFP 
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The result from this procedure may have multiple paths from a source node. Since our 
target is to find the data-collection capacity, the result would serve as an upper-bound 
for single path. 
6.3 Optimization in Finding Best HFP 
In [ 13 ], the authors show that finding the optimal throughput in their problem 
formulation is NP-hard. Similarly, our problem is NP-hard here. The size of the 
complete set of independent sets grows exponentially with the number of nodes in the 
network. However, we are concerned with the data-collection throughput. Since the 
bottleneck of a data-collection network is around the sink node, we only need to focus 
on this region. So the network size could be small and it may be possible to find the 
solution in a short time. From our experiments, we could run the LP (without (6.10) 
and (6.11)) efficiently under scheme 2. 
However, for scheme 3, the network size may not be small enough for the ILP to run 
efficiently in terms of time and memory. We improve the efficiency by replacing the 
ILP in Step 8 with LP and branch-and-bound method. The details are given below: 
1. Remove the constraints (6.10) and (6.11), so the ILP becomes a LP 
2. Initially, the set of independent sets are the same as IR. 
3. In branch-and-bound, we would cut the branch i f the throughput from LP is less 
than the highest data-collection throughput obtained so far, 
4. I f the throughput from LP is larger than the current highest data-collection 
throughput, we check i f the network has HN by looking at the used independent sets 
and Vk,„ (HN i f k and /,,, are used and I f there is no HN, update the value of 
data-collection throughput. Otherwise, remove one of the independent sets from the 
result of LP (thus creating two branches) and repeat 3-4 for each branch. 
In the optimization, we save the running time by using the previous results with 
different CSRanges. This method finds the highest throughput among all CSRanges 
instead of the highest throughput of each CSRange. 
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6.4 Experiment 
Using the branch-and-bound method, we derive the data-collection throughput of 
randomly generated networks. We put the nodes inside a unit disk with radius one. A 
sink node is placed at the center of the unit disk, and six source nodes are placed 
evenly at unit distance from the sink node. For each source node, a node is randomly 
generated within the transmission range 0.4. More nodes are generated similarly with 
referenced to the newly created node, until the node is within the transmission range 
from the sink node. In this way, we could ensure that there is a path from the source 
nodes to the sink node. By setting the transmission range to 0.4, the data from the 
source nodes wi l l take at least three hops to reach the sink node. 
Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 show the experiment result for networks with data-collection 
throughput higher than 0.5 (1 is maximum). Ti , T i and T3 compare the three schemes. 
From the table, scheme 3 has improvement of 4.8% to 43.8% over scheme 1, and 
improvement of 4.8% to 23.2% over scheme 2. 
Table 6-1 Results of data-collection throughput of random neteworks 
Ti T2 T3 TsATi Ty/Tj CS CS/Tx CS’ CS'/Tx 
N, 0.4 0.5 0.575 1.438 1.15 1.253 3.133 1.164 2.91 
N2 0.412 0.439 0.541 1.313 1.232 1.265 3.162 1.048 2.62 
N3 0.429 0.451 0.536 1.25 1.189 1.265 3.163 1.227 3.067 
N4 0.429 0.5 0.6 1.4 1.2 1.205 3.012 1.15 2.875 
Ns I 0.5 0.5 0.524 1.048 1.048 1.287 3.216 1.243 3.108 
N/: Network i 
Tx: Transmission Range = 0.4 
Ti： Highest throughput when CSRange=3.78 Tx (scheme 1) 
丁2: Highest throughput when CSRange is minimized when all links exist (scheme 2) 
T3： Highest throughput when some links could be removed (HFP, scheme 3) 
CS: Corresponding CSRange for T3 
CS,: T3 is the upper-bound throughput for CSRange larger than or equal to CS, 
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Table 6-2 Throughputs for links destined to sink node 
Throughput 
Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4 Link 5 Link 6 
N, 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.225 0.250 0.000 
Nz 0.133 0.184 0.000 0.224 0.000 0.000 
Na 0.000 0.107 0.000 0.179 0.000 0.250 
N4 0.200 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.000 0.100 
N5 0.000 0.190 0.000 0.000 0.143 0.190 
Figure 6-4 shows the throughput upper-bounds for Network 4 at various CSRanges. 
When CSRange decreases, the throughput upper-bound increases. Although we used 
the branch-and-bound method to reduce the runtime, there is limitation. CS' in Table 
6-1 shows the minimum CSRange that we could solve for each network in acceptable 
runtime. It is possible that by further reducing the CSRange, a higher data-collection 
throughput could be obtained. Nevertheless, the result shows some properties similar 
to the canonical network shown in Figure 3-6. First, CS/Tx for Ni to N5 fall in the 
range of 2.62 to 3.417，which is the CSRange region for the canonical network. 
Second, exactly three links destined to sink node are used, which is the same as the 
3-chain canonical network. Figure 6-5 shows the HFP of the random networks. The 
results lead us to an intuition that the best data-collection networks are 3-chain 
networks. 
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6.5 NS-2 Simulation 
We use NS-2 [ 8 ] to simulate the networks shown in Figure 6-5. In the simulation, 
IEEE 802.11 protocol is used and the RS mode is enabled. The packet size is set to 
1460 bytes, and the channel bit rate is 11 Mbps. 
We simulate two situations: HFP under IEEE 802.11, and AODV under IEEE 802.11. 
In simulation using HFP, we use the HFP, CSRange and weighted offered load control 
according to the LP results. Weighted offered load control means that the load rate at 
each source node is directly proportional to the flow it generates in LP (i.e. - 人 ) . 
In the simulation using AODV, we use unweighted offered load control at each source 
node (i.e., the input rates at each source node are the same.) We tried different 
combinations of CSRanges and input rates, and the highest value is selected. 
Table 6-3 and Table 6-4 show the simulation results. Although the throughput of HFP 
under IEEE 802.11 is 15% to 20% less than the throughput under perfect scheduling, 
HFP is generally better than AODV under IEEE 802.11. In addition, HFP may give us 
an accurate estimation of data-collection throughput, since the variance of the ratios 
between throughputs under IEEE 802.11 and perfect scheduling is small. 
Table 6-3 Data-collection throughputs under IEEE 802,11 and Perfect Scheduling 
using HFP 
Throughput under IEEE Throughput under Perfect „ .. 
802.11 (Mbps) Scheduling (Mbps) ^^^^ Difference 
Ni ^ 0.822 0.178 
N2 ^ 0.809 0.191 
N3 ^ 0.832 0.168 
N4 ^ 0.849 0.151 
Ns 2.77 3.269 0.847 0.153 
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Table 6-4 Data-collection throughputs using HFP and AODV under IEEE 802.11 
Throughput CSRange/Tx ThroughputCSRange/Tx Throughput 
using HFP for HFP using AODV for AODV Ratio 
N | 2.95 3.133 2.442 ^ 1.208 
Nz 2.73 3.162 2.420 2.7 1.128 
Na ^ 2.244 — 2.8 1.239 
N4 ^ 1.297 
Ns 2.11 3.216 2.774 2.8 0.999 
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Chapter 7 Applying Canonical Network to 
General Networks 
We have studied canonical networks and general networks in Chapter 3 and 6. In 
Chapter 3，we show that the data-collection capacity of canonical network is 3Z/4. 
Compared with the random networks discussed in Chapter 6，canonical network has 
better throughput performance. Furthermore, from the simulation results, IEEE 802.11 
scheduling in canonical networks is closer to perfect scheduling in term of throughput, 
as discussed in Chapter 5. These observations motivate us to apply the idea of 
canonical network to general networks to improve the data-collection throughput. In 
this chapter, we consider the scenario in which we can control the physical positions 
of the nodes around the data center in a data-collection network. That is, we assume 
the nodes in the vicinity of the data center can be judiciously placed to optimize 
performance although nodes further away have random positions. We discuss how the 
insight we obtained from our investigations of the canonical network may be applied 
to achieve a higher throughput. The most intuitive way is to place the nodes near the 
data-collection center like the canonical network. However, the throughput 
performance of this network is not good in simulation. We suggest a special structure 
"manifold canonical network" in Section 7.2 which can achieve a higher throughput 
and has significant improvement over random network. And we wi l l see the 
robustness of the structure i f the nodes are placed with position error. 
7.1 Direct Application 
We have shown in Section 3.1.2 that the 3-chain canonical network in Figure 3-6 can 
achieve the highest throughput. In a typical data-collection network, the bottleneck is 
likely to be in the vicinity of the data-collection center. Therefore, the most direct way 
to make use of our result in Section 3.1.2 is to make sure the vicinity of the 
data-collection center looks like the 3-chain canonical network. For example, with do 
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=250m, we have a network as shown in Figure 7-1 with an underlying CSRange of 
675m. Let us refer to this network design as the centric-canonical network design, 
alluding to the fact that it looks like a canonical network only near the center. The 
application scenario in the context of a sensor network is that the physical attributes to 
be sensed are located at a distance from the data-collection center, and that the sensors 
spread out in the distanced terrain are to forward the measured values of the physical 
attributes to the data-collection center. 
Returning Figure 7-1，the centric-canonical network is based on a 3-chain canonical 
network within a radius of 1242m, and random network beyond the radius 1242m. 
Notice that this network is HN free in the 3-chain canonical network near the data 
center only (CSRange = 675m), but not the random network and the boundary of the 
canonical network. In the random network, since the load is low (the amount of data 
arriving at each chain of the canonical network is less compared to the data-collection 
center), the effect of HN is much lower. Hence the HN-free property is not essential 
for the network distanced from the data center. On the other hand, i f we want to have 
the HN-free property for the whole network, we have to increase the CSRange to at 
least 945m (3.78 d„,ax, assuming transmission range is 250m). However, the 
throughput of the 3-chain canonical network would be lowered since the 2-hop nodes 
cannot transmit simultaneously due to carrier-sensing constraint (recall that to achieve 
the upper-bound capacity of the 3-chain canonical network in Figure 3-6, the 2-hop 
nodes have to transmit together.) 
We use NS-2 [ 8 ] to find the data-collection throughput of the network in Figure 7-1. 
We assume all the nodes in the random network are source nodes, while nodes in the 
3-chain canonical network do not generate data. Using the same configuration as 
Table 3-1，we try different offered loads so that the data-collection throughput is 
maximized, under the condition that the number of source nodes whose data can 
reach the data center is more than 80%. This condition is important to ensure the data 
center can collect data from most source nodes. 
From simulations, the data-collection throughput of the network in Figure 7-1 with 
CSRange of 675m is 1.75Mbps. The throughput is much less than 4.30Mbps, which is 
the simulated throughput of the 3-chain canonical network. The main reason is that, 
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the bottleneck of this centric-canonical network is at the "confluence" of the random 
network and the 3-chain canonical network. To verify this, we change the CSRange to 
550m, which is the default value of IEEE 802.11. The data-collection throughput 
becomes 2.39Mbps. By decreasing the CSRange, the number of exposed nodes is 
decreased. Since the probability for HN collisions is low in the random network as the 
load is not high, the amount of data arriving at the canonical network can be increased. 
Although there are HN near data center, the higher rate arriving at the 3-chain 
canonical network compensate for the loss due to collision. 
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Figure 7-1 Random network and 3-chain canonical network, CSRange=615m 
7.2 Manifold Canonical Network with Shorter Link 
Distance 
From the observation that the bottleneck is at the confluence between the 3-chain 
canonical network and random network, we increase the contact area between them 
by modifying the canonical network. Each chain in the canonical network branches 
out two chains, as shown in Figure 7-2. The link distances in the branched chains are 
demonstrated in Figure 7-3. It is similar to the 3-chain canonical network, so it is HN 
free when CSRange is larger than 2.1 do. We wi l l refer to the network as manifold 
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canonical network, in reference to the fact that there are actually two "layers" of 
canonical network here. The first one is at the center, and there are three more at a 
distance from the center canonical network. 
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Figure 7-3 Two chains branch out from a chain in manifold canonical network 
In Section 7.1，we see that i f we lower the CSRange to 550m, the data-collection 
throughput is higher, but the throughput is limited by the HN near the data center. 
Here, we combine the advantage of the network with CSRange 550m and the 
manifold canonical network, and form a new network. We set ^/o=200m in Figure 7-3. 
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Since 550m/200m=2.75, which is within the range 2.62 to 3.417 (see Figure 3-6), the 
manifold canonical network is H N free. 
Simulation result shows that the data-collection throughput of the network in Figure 
7-2 could reach 3.34Mbps. One of the limitations is at the links around data center. 
There is around 8% drop in received throughput at 1-hop nodes compared to 2-hop 
nodes. 2-hop nodes may have less chance to transmit at the same time, and thus lower 
the throughput. Another limitation is at the branches of the chains, i.e. 4-hop nodes. 
The drop in received throughput at 3-hop nodes is around 25% compared to that at 
4-hop nodes. The reason is that the chance for the 4-hop nodes to transmit is less than 
the 5-hop nodes on the branched chains. Since the airtime occupied by the 4-hop 
nodes is less, there is a drop in the received throughput at the 3-hop nodes. 
Similarly, we simulate the network in Figure 7-1 but with /^。=200m and 
CSRange=550m. The throughput is 2.79Mbps. 
As a comparison with networks that all nodes are placed randomly, we replace the 
manifold canonical network in Figure 7-2 with some randomly generated nodes. The 
random network is shown in Figure 7-4. The node positions beyond the radius 1206m 
are the same for both networks and the nodes are source nodes. For the newly 
generated nodes within radius 1206m, they act as relay nodes only. From the 
simulation, the random network has data-collection throughput 1.31Mbps only. 
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Table 7-1 summarizes the schemes discussed in this chapter. From the simulation 
results, a carefully designed structured network around the data center yields a better 
performance. We have also discussed several schemes in applying canonical network to 
general network. For the manifold canonical network with shorter link distance, the 
improvement o f data-collection throughput over random network is over 150%. 
Table 7-1 Summary of schemes in applying canonical network to general network 
Scheme Data-collection Throughput (Mbps) 
Random network + 3-chain canonical network 1.75 
f/o=250m, CSRange=675m 
Random network + 3-chain canonical network 2.39 
f/o=250m, CSRange=550m 
Random network + 3-chain canonical network 2.79 
r/o=200m, CSRange=550m 
Random network + manifold canonical network 3.34 
Jo=200m, CSRange=550m 
Random network 1.31 
CSRange=550m 
7.3 Robustness on Node Positions in Manifold 
Canonical Network 
In manifold canonical network, we place the nodes carefully to achieve higher 
data-collection throughput. For the interest of real application of the manifold 
canonical network, in which the nodes may not be placed exactly at their positions, 
we investigate on the robustness of manifold canonical network with randomness on 
node positions. 
We use similar configuration as that in Figure 7-2, but we add randomness to the node 
positions in the manifold canonical network. The nodes are placed with at most 5% 
error (i.e. at most 5% of transmission range from their original positions). Six 
networks are simulated with offered load control, and the results are show in Table 7-2. 
From the results, although the performance of most networks is degraded, the 
throughput only drops by at most 20% and the throughput is better than that of the 
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random network (last row of Table 7-1) by at least 100%. It shows that manifold 
canonical network is a practical solution for enhancing data-collection throughput. 
Table 7-2 Comparison of throughput between manifold canonical networks with and 
without node position error 
Throughput without position Throughput with position Ratio 
error (Mbps) error (Mbps) 
3 M ^ 1.003 
3.35 3.11 0.928 
3.32 3.18 0.958 
3.29 2.94 0.894 
3.37 2.96 0.878 
3.36 2.82 0.839 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have studied the data-collection capacity of IEEE 802.11-like sensor 
networks. A class of canonical networks whose maximum capacity serves as a 
benchmark for general networks has been defined. Specifically, the maximum 
possible capacity o f any network is unlikely to exceed the upper-bound capacity of the 
canonical networks, which is 3Z74, where L is the link capacity. 
I f we restrict our attention to networks in which all links have the same length, the 
upper-bound capacity is further reduced to 2Z/3. While the 3L/4 result in the previous 
paragraph has been established for canonical networks only, the 2Z,/3 result applies to 
general networks so long as (i) source nodes are at least two hops away from the data 
center; (ii) all links have the same length. The results imply that using variable link 
length is more desirable than using fixed link length. When the network is very dense 
(for example, infinitely dense), i f each node chooses a routing path with maximum 
hop distance in each hop, it may result in an equivalent network with fixed link 
distance cl随,where d„,ax is the maximum hop-distance governed by the transmit 
power and receiver sensitivity. So, max-hop routing is not optimal in the application 
of data-collection. 
An important observation of many-to-one communication is that Hidden-node Free 
Design (HFD) [ 5] is good for data-collection networks in that\ high throughput can 
be achieved. When the bottleneck of the network is around the data center, HFD 
prevents the links near the data center from collisions due to HN problem. This 
observation is supported by NS-2 [ 8 ] simulation of canonical networks in Section 4.2. 
When the CSRange is set just large enough to remove HN, the data-collection 
throughput is the highest. On the other hand, i f the bottleneck is not at the data center, 
the data-collection throughput may be increased by lowering CSRange. This situation 
occurs when the impact of the bottleneck is larger than the effect of HN around the 
data center as shown in Section 7.1. 
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By applying canonical network to random network, the data-collection throughput can 
be enhanced by more than 150% from simulation. This helps to verify that canonical 
network is a good structure in data collection. Besides, we investigate possible 
problems, such as the change in bottleneck and routing issue, when special structure is 
placed in a random network. It helps to find out potential problems in data-collection 
networks when the throughput is less than our expectation. 
We propose finding the HFP to identify and achieve the data-collection capacity of 
general network. By identifying a tighter upper-bound capacity of the network, we 
may prevent overloading the network which may cause data loss. We compare HFP 
with the HFD in [ 5 ] which uses the sufficient condition (CSRange > (3+A) ^ / , „似) f o r 
HN free, where d,„ax is the maximum link distance. From the linear programming 
results, HFP may outperform HFD by 43.8% in data-collection capacity. In addition, 
we apply the HFP in NS-2 simulation. The data-collection throughput shows 
15%-20% less than the capacity. Since the variance is small, we can estimate the 
data-collection throughput accurately from linear programming result. 
There is a close relationship between HFP and canonical network. From the linear 
programming result, HFP form a network similar to the 3-chain canonical network: 1) 
the CSRange of HFP falls in the region of CSRange of the 3-chain canonical network, 
and 2) there are exactly three links destined to the sink node. So 3-chain network is 
very likely to be an optimal structure for data collection. I f the sensors do not generate 
data near the data center, it is better to choose sensors that form three chains leading 
to the center as relays. There is an implication on the design of routing protocol. I f a 
routing protocol forms more than three chains to the center, it is unlikely to achieve 
the throughput upper-bound. 
We have focused on the IEEE 802.11 protocol with HFD here. It wi l l be worthwhile 
to investigate whether more sophisticated MAC protocols (for example, [ 9 ]) can 
further increase the data-collection capacity. 
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Appendix A RTS/CTS and Power Control 
In the analysis of data-collection capacity, we considered basic access mode of IEEE 
802.11. It is worthwhile to investigate other schemes to see i f they could achieve a 
higher data-collection throughput. In this section, we discuss some examples using 
RTS/CTS or power control. We wil l show that these schemes potentially have a 
higher data-collection throughput under perfect scheduling, and this provides us a 
research direction in future to investigate whether the throughput is achievable under 
IEEE 802.11. The investigation on RTS/CTS and power control is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. The purpose of this section is to suggest the possibility of improvement 
in data-collection throughput using other schemes, and provide a research direction in 
future. 
RTS/CTS 
Hidden-node Free Design (HFD) for RTS/CTS has some properties different from 
standard RTS/CTS. It is described below [ 5 ]: 
(i) Physical Carrier Sensing (PCS) for RTS/CTS is turned on, but PCS for 
DATA/ACK is turned off - this means a node wil l not refrain from transmission i f 
it senses a DATA/ACK packet. 
(ii) Receiver Re-start Mode (RS) 
(ii i) When a node receives an RTS targeted for it, it replies with a CTS, even i f its NAV 
does not allow its transmission. This is similar to the behavior of ACK (no CS is 
needed before sending an ACK). 
(iv) + and PC5 > (3 + A)^/,,^, where VCS means Virtual Carrier 
Sensing, dmax is the maximum link length, and A is the distance margin (see 
assumption (3) in Section 2.2.) 
X 
(iv) is a sufficient condition for HN free. For the specific example in Figure A-1, we 
may set smaller values ofVCS and PCS while satisfying HN free condition. 
Consider Nn. When it transmits a RTS to center, other 1-hop nodes and 2-hop nodes 
wi l l not try to transmit a RTS due to PCS. In addition, NAV of 1-hop nodes, N12 and 
N|3 wi l l be set. When the center replies with a CTS, other 1-hop nodes and 2-hop 
nodes wi l l set their NAV. Thus, all interfering links would not be active. 
Consider the transmission from N12 to Nn. N13 and N14 set NAV due to RTS, and 
other 1-hop nodes set NAV due to CTS. After N12 starts transmitting DATA, other 
2-hop nodes which are within PCS of Nn and N12 may transmit. 
The numbers next to the links in Figure A-1 are possible transmission schedule. By 
following the schedule, the data-collection throughput may yield 41/5. On the other 
hand, this may not be achievable in practice. To achieve the 41/5 throughput, the 
2-hop nodes need to transmit at the same time. As discussed in previous paragraph, a 
2-hop node may transmit only after the exchange of RTS and CTS on other links from 
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Figure A-1 Example of RTS/CTS data collection, VCS=2, PCS=2.8 
Power Control 
The basic access mode with power control is considered in this subsection. 
Let Pi be the transmission power of /-hop node 
Pcsi be the carrier sensing power threshold of /-hop node 
Node A can sense the transmission from node B i f 
S > p 
where denotes the distance between node A and node B 
With reference to Figure A-1, to achieve the schedule and HN free, 
for 1-hop node: 
xii 
for 2-hop node: 
for 3-hop node: 
Put P尸P, P2=0.67P，P3=P. 
and Pcsi=0.01P, Pc52=0.0164P, Pc53=0.01P 
the inequalities are satisfied. Thus the schedule is valid under this situation. 
Although by power control, a higher data-collection throughput of 4L/5 may be 
achieved, the complexity of nodes increased since the transmission power and carrier 
sensing 
threshold are different for the nodes. Besides, further investigation is needed 
for the throughput performance under IEEE 802.11 scheduling. 
xiii 
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